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Vent Free Fireplaces

High Efficiency Heating Solutions From Von Tobel!

Vail 26” Special Edition
Cherry Fireplace
The Vail 26” Special Edition is the American-
made fireplace system that ships complete in one 
package - fireplace, assembled mantel, ceramic 
fiber log set with 20,000 BTU vent-free, contour 
burner, matte black hood, frame and louvers - even 
glowing embers. A total mantel footprint of just 
over 17” x 45”, makes it ideal for tight spaces and 
small rooms. Includes a cherry mantle, modulating 
hydraulic thermostat and millivolt control which 
allows you to add a wall thermostat or remote 
control. (10527) Mfg# VFD26-FM30C

WOW!
Complete fireplace 

system, including 

mantle surround!

Smart Line 36”
DFS Series Deluxe
Vent Free Fireplace 
Monessen offers a full sized 36 inch fireplace that 
makes fire the focal point of your room again. With 
an easy to use deluxe control panel, and a wide 
variety of optional accessories to choose from 
including interior firebrick choices, decorative 
face options and trim finishes, the DFS vent free 
fireplace systems from Monessen are an elegant 
way to warm up any room in your 
home. (13481)

Breckenridge Fireplace
With Rock Creek 
See-Thru Log Set
The Breckenridge Vent-Free Fireboxes now 
offer more sizes and configurations than ever. In 
louvered front, the Breckenridge has the updated 
look of a traditional recirculating firebox. Our 
unique Breckenridge Select vent-free gas firebox 
features a tall, deep stage for the log set, yet has 
compact outer dimensions and low profile top and 
bottom. (20464, 37543, 37544)

$1599

32” (13479)...$699

$759

Vail Collection 
32” Complete 
Fireplace System 
Vail Vent-Free Fireplaces are simple, elegant, and 
complete. The Vail includes our exclusive Slope 
Glaze Burner and Sassafras Log Set. A one-piece 
rigid screen, mounted in a stylishly arched frame, 
covers the hearth opening. Louvers at the top 
and bottom help circulate the warmed air, and all 
controls are discreetly concealed. 
(36406, 35841)

Linear Boulevard Fireplace
With its strong horizontal lines, contemporary 
burner, and chic accessories, a Boulevard Linear 
Vent-Free Fireplace adds drama to any decor. 
Designed for eye-level, in-wall installation. 
Boulevard Fireplaces feature modern technology, 
artfully applied. The Milivolt system operates with 
a standing pilot and includes an on/off remote 
control. Additional remote controls are available - 
including thermostat and programmable models. 
The Green Earth Preferred Intermittent Pilot 
system eliminates the standing pilot - saving 
energy and comes standard with a thermostat 
remote that allows you to adjust the flame height 
to suit your mood and heat requirements. 

Contemporary 
Loft Series 36” Fireplace
Vent Free deluxe firebox with 24” loft burner, 
decorative clear glass and black reflective 
porcelain panel. 
• Complement your unique decor - install in a wall, 
   an island, a mantel or an art installation.
• Decorative burner tops and firebox liners in 
   reflective black.
• Decorative Clear Frost glass-in-stock; Reflective
   Black or Blue Clear available by special order.
• Remote-ready Millivolt System. 
• Installs as a zero-clearance vent-free fireplace.
(24342, 24339, 24341, 24340)

Shown with optional oak mantle. (37144)

NEW

$899

Heritage Gas Stoves
Heritage Stoves come standard with Empire’s 
Contour burner system offering 27,000 BTU’s 
of vent-free heat. The contour Burner features 
precision-port technology to produce vibrant 
flames. Topped off with the hand-painted ceramic 
fiber log set and glowing embers, the effect is as 
realistic as a gas-fired stove gets - guaranteed to 
keep you and your guests mesmerized for hours.
VFD-30-CC30B - Porcelain Black (10566)
VFD-30-CC30M - Porcelain Mahogany (10572)
VFD-30-CC30S - Porcelain Sand (10576) 
VFD-30-CC30W - Matte Pewter (10565)

$1199

$899

$899

NEW

Your 
Choice

$449
42” (36645)... $549

SC Series A 
36”. The SC Series A provides an expansive 
fire viewing area due to its extra-tall, wide 
and deep dimensions. From its fully insulated 
construction to the smart brass screen pulls, 
the SC Series A offers quality construction and 
numerous features for added convenience and 
superior aesthetics. (36644)

SPECIAL 
ORDER!

Woodburning Fireplace!

You can replace your gas masonry log set with 
a high efficiency Rock Creek Set.


